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- ALS-U: 100-1000 x ALS brightness

- What other features should we remember



Base project outlined in the April 2016 proposal



- 4 new undulators + 3 new beamlines
- 4th beamline would be recycled (or replaced as part of ongoing ALS upgrades)

- Upgrade 5 existing undulator beamlines to be brightness preserving

- Cosmic, Maestro, Amber, Qerlin, 4.0.2 Mag spect/microscopy
- Replace horizontally reflecting mirrors for coherence preservation
- Replace 4.0.2 monochromator (or replaced as part of ongoing ALS upgrades)

- Upgrade microfocus bend magnet beamlines
- New brightness preserving premirrors and demagnifying optics

- Move other BLs to be compatible with ALS-U source location
- All bending magnet BLs need to move ~ 50 mm laterally + small angle change

Beamlines base project outlined in the proposal

Only a strawman to allow us to provide estimated costs in the base project

- We now need to define what we will build in reality



There are constraints!

DOE Project

DOE + other agencies,
+ foundations…. 

DOE project



Two new undulator beamlines in sector 10

- Notional layout developed for cost estimation and planning

- Undulator 1:  Replacement of existing ARPES systems (HERS + Spin ARPES) by further development of a MAESTRO concept (+ spin)

- Undulator 2: Beamline for nano-imaging / spectroscopy + development branch for interferometry



Notional layout of two new undulators + 1 new beamline in sector 8

- Notional layout developed for cost estimation and planning

- Undulator 1:  reuse of existing BL 8 beamline components + mirror upgrades:  macro – mini - nano beam XAS / RIXS

- Undulator 2: beamline primarily for imaging.  Assumption would be that COSMIC would be dedicated to XPCS



Lets improve on  the strawman designs:   what might we want in beamline design

- Increased efficiency

- Wider photon energy range

- Increased number of undulators

- Undulators with new characteristics (fast pol. switching)

- Highly optimized application specific optical systems

- Dispersive beamlines capable of fast dynamics



Brightness curves:  what can we learn



Brightness curves:  what can we learn

- Brightness increase at the highest energy from an ALS undulator today, 2500 eV  is > 1000



Brightness curves:  what can we learn

- Brightness increase at 100 eV ~ 30 and 1keV ~ 350



- Energy of peak brightness increases by a factor of 6:  500 eV to 3keV

- ALS-U will be an ideal machine for tender x-ray spectroscopy (1 – 4 keV)

Brightness curves:  what can we learn



- ALS-U will have a brightness higher than APS today for all energies < 20 keV

Brightness curves:  what can we learn



Extended energy range:  undulators with several periods

A much broader energy range could be utilized in single beamlines

- VUV to tender

- SXR to MXR (eg covering all transition metal L and K edges)

- VUV to HXR

Revolver style undulators with 2 periods



Wider energy range: combined electronic and geometric information

Magnetic domain state driven by strain
Sohn,.. Bokor et al, ACS Nano 9(5) 2015

Strain driven transition of Dirac topological insulator  - semimetal
Cai-Zhi Xu, Nature Comm. (under review)Strain induced mobile metallic walls in a magnetic insulator

E. Y. Ma et al., Science 350 (2015) 538

Strain driven metal insulator transition in VO2
Mun et al, APL 2013



Undulators with two periods:  Case study MAESTRO

Period 
3.5 cm

Period 
7 cm

Variable period
12.5 mm min gap 



Several short undulators in a straight: 

5 STXM microscopes 
- Separation / size as BL 5.3.2

- Brightness is so high, in some expts we can afford to give up some brightness for additional BLs

- eg. STXM:  Bend magnet STXM few e16 brightness: short ID > 1e20

- BLs could be more single function than traditional ID beamlines (more optimized)

- Greater diversity of applications 

2 STXMs on BL 5.3.2

5 x 0.5 m undulators



Maximizing efficiency: Single element BLs: Reflection ZPs

- Extreme efficiency :  40% compared to 1% of typical beamline

- Multiple  gratings:  one per edge

- Small tuning range, or use dispersively

- Developed for BESSYII femto beamline (Alexei Erko)

Source     Source     Slit / detector           
Source                           

Courtesy A. Erko HZB Berlin



Using dispersion for sub-µsec dynamic spectroscopy

- Dispersive spectroscopy

- 1e7 ph/bunch in a wavelength element resolving power of 2000

- Use streaked CCDs as storage element

- Complete NEXAFS spectrum in single bunch, repeated every 2 nsec (max)

Source     Source     Source                           

time



High frequency polarization control

Idea is 30 years old…….from Kwang-Je Kim…….many new incarnations

- Phase shifter is electromagnetic and can now (in MBA) be close to the electron beam

- translates into relatively high frequency switching

- Undulator 2 is now (in MBA) practical, ie. we can tolerate a small aperture



Beamlines without a monochromator

Resolving power of an undulator is limited by the spread of the electron beam and # periods x harmonic

R=~240 (E/FWHM)

- non resonant scattering (SAXS-WAXS)
- XES microscopy
- XPCS (in some cases) …….

Mirror focusing is limited by critical angle

Limits achievable focus size with mirror to ~ 10 nm 

1e16 ph/sec at 1 keV ~ 1W

In focus, power density ~ 1e12 W/cm^2

- new types of non-linear spectroscopy?

Photon Energy (eV)



Other stuff

Nano-RIXS

- nano-focus enables very high aperture collection optics

- you win as square of inverse spot size in throughput

Coded aperture spectroscopies

- Encode spectrum with BPRA mask

- Record response function (electron spectrum, RIXS spectrum)

- Shift BPRA mask and repeat

- Mathematical transform yields spectrum as function of excitation energy

Point is that in almost all spectroscopies, we waste most of the light…..undulator 1/100, mono 1/20,000



Summary

Many new opportunities go with ALS-U

- All the flux can be put in a diffraction limited spot

- Size limited by ZP or reflection optics to around 15 nm

- Much wider photon energy range than ALS

- Highest brightness in the tender x-ray, very good performance in the medium / hard x-ray

- Multi-undulator beamlines for greater diversity of experiments

- Very high efficiency single function beamlines (eg. for XPCS)

- Ability to follow (non pump-probe) dynamics into the nsec regime

- Rapid polarization modulation
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